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ABSTRACT

This article is concerned with the ambivalence that permeates liberation struggle discourse on the practice of necklacing.
Through examining what was said about the killing of suspected collaborators and/or necklacing during the mid- to late 1980s
by leaders of the African National Congress (ANC) and the United Democratic Front (UDF), I argue that those public positions
produced a prose of ambivalence. I ask how this prose of ambivalence was produced and why that ambivalence is seemingly
rendered intangible. 
I suggest that the ANC and UDF were caught in a double bind. They could not explicitly condemn the practice and risk losing
their mass support base, nor explicitly condone the practice and risk losing the support of important internal and international
constituencies thereby giving the apartheid state the upper hand in a discursive war on the moral and political legitimacy over
using violence. Yet, I argue, this ambivalence was not merely a tactical one in that underlying the liberation discourse on the
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practice of necklacing was/is an inherent formulation of the binary of resistance and oppression/repression. The practice
understood within this framework could only be rendered as state violence or resistance. In rendering it as the latter, though
uncomfortably so, the ANC and UDF proposed that it be understood within a causal framework, as the result of
oppression/repression. Ambivalence about the practice of necklacing thus, I argue, was produced in the interstice of the
resistance - oppression/repression binary. Leading from this, I argue more broadly that the problematic of violence and
attending ambivalence within the ANC has a history that predates the discourse around necklacing. I suggest that necklacing
refuses to be forgotten precisely because of its ambivalence. Indeed, it may be that the inescapable ambivalence of necklacing
is the condition for the possibility that it will always also be remembered.

 

 

In the November 2007 issue of ANC Today, former African National Congress (ANC) and South African State President Thabo
Mbeki provided a summary of the book Oliver Tambo Remembered (2007). In a key section of the summary entitled 'The
Necklacing Must Stop', Mbeki recalled then president of the ANC Oliver Tambo's condemnation of necklacing at the September
1987 Conference on Children in Harare, Zimbabwe. Here Tambo had said that 'this [necklacing] must stop'. Mbeki cited Kader
Asmal in stating that Tambo's condemnation 'was a cry drawing on the humanism of our struggle and the need to relate means

to ends'.2

The practice of placing a petrol-soaked tyre around the neck of an individual and setting it alight ('necklacing') was most
pronounced during the mid-1980s when South Africa experienced intense resistance against apartheid, largely led by the exiled
ANC and the United Democratic Front (UDF). It remains unclear as to the exact origins of the use of the terms 'necklace' and

'necklacing'. They appear to have entered the South African lexicon and political discourse from around September 1985.
practice, a manifestation of political violence, emerged predominantly in townships. Initially, those targeted were allegedly
persons suspected of collaboration, either as spies or as functionaries of the apartheid state. Later, however, the lines became
blurred between those suspected of collaboration and the use of the practice in deflecting the motives of murders not
politically motivated. Between 400 and 700 persons are reported to having been killed by the necklace during the mid- to late

1980s.4

Despite the significance of necklacing in struggle history, I argue that contemporary recollections (such as Mbeki's) of its
condemnation are (re)presented in a way that ignores the ambivalence which characterised the liberation struggle's discourse

on necklacing.5 My interest in necklacing here is limited to its politicised emergence in relation to the ANC and UDF. More
specifically, I ask how ambivalence with regards to necklacing was produced and why that ambivalence is seemingly rendered
intangible. I argue further that traces of ambivalence towards the legacy of necklacing are still visible in post-apartheid re-
articulations of the liberation struggle.

There never was an unequivocal condemnation or condonation of necklacing on the part of the ANC and UDF. Tambo and
other ANC and UDF leaders condemned necklacing but did not condemn those, 'the masses', who partook in the practice. This
wavering between condemnation and condonation was exacerbated by the apartheid state mainly setting the discursive terrain
on the practice of necklacing. The ANC and UDF were constrained through responding to the state's discursive formation rather
than setting this formation themselves.

The ANC had to justify politically its recourse to violence, while at the same time secure its position as the holder of the moral
high ground within a war of propaganda between the state and itself. For the state necklace killing was not political violence. It
was not rendered explicable as an act of resistance and could not be rationalised. The practice represented 'black-on-black'
violence, a criminal activity, a form of barbarism and savagery. The state accused the ANC, in particular, of supporting,
instigating, condoning and rationalising necklacing. This led to debate about the 'politics of ownership' in relation to the

practice.6 State accusations arose in relation to the mixed responses regarding the rise of the practice, evident from the
statements made by prominent ANC and UDF leaders which will be examined below. The state emphasised any public
statements made by ANC and UDF leaders that seemingly supported the practice whilst ignoring those that condemned it.

If the state set the discursive terrain on the practice of necklacing in the 1980s, this was in the absence of a clear response from
the liberation movements. Indeed, the ANC and UDF have been accused of 'a shameful shuffling of feet around the issue of the
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necklace'.7 However, the escalation of necklace killings from July 1985 meant that the issue could not be avoided. Leading
figures in the ANC and UDF made a number of key statements regarding attacks on collaborators, which included necklace
killings. Besides the infamous Winnie Mandela statement, '[w] ith our boxes of matches and necklaces, we will liberate this
country', amongst the more prominent were those of Mosiuoa Lekota, Trevor Manuel, Oliver Tambo and Chris Hani, chief of
staff of Umkhonto weSizwe (Spear of the Nation - MK).

The question of how ambivalence in relation to necklacing has been produced must be seen in the context of the wider
discourse on political violence and attending notions of resistance and causality, as evident in contemporaneous and
subsequent scholarly works on the practice. If, as Joanna Ball argues, a 'necklacing archive' is difficult to constitute because we

are unable to place the practice in a neatly labelled box with a clear sense of time, place and reason,8 then I might add that
literature on the practice of necklacing is equally dispersed, diffused and at times ambivalent. Although a small but significant

body of work on the practice has surfaced in South African studies, the discipline of history has been especially silent.

Scholarly writings attempting to render the practice explicable have not been able to escape the inextricable boundedness of
the interplay of the dominant neck-lacing discourses. Scholars have stumbled between a resistance and a witchcraft trope. The
former presents a causal explanation in which resistance arises from oppression/repression, but in so doing re-articulates the
ambivalent discourse of condemnation/condonation. The latter, in attempting to navigate a route through tradition and

modernity, runs up against the obstacle of tradition/barbarism, which has been placed in its path by the state discourse.
re-articulation of the dominant discourses and their interplay speaks to the ambivalence that haunts necklacing.

An archive of necklacing can therefore be thought of productively in relation to Ranajit Guha's levels of historical discourse.
Guha distinguishes between three levels: primary, secondary and tertiary discourse. If the primary discourse is meant to
represent the official discourse of the state (the Raj for Guha), then I suggest thinking of the dominant liberation discourse,
together with the state discourse on necklacing, as representing that primary level. Whereas for Guha, the official colonial
discourse on peasant insurgencies in India silences peasant insurgents by a 'code of pacification' where 'insurgency is
regarded as external to the peasant's consciousness and Cause is made to stand in as a phantom surrogate for Reason, the logic

of that consciousness',11 the ANC and UDF discourse on necklacing is not so much silent as it is constituted by what can be
considered a prose of ambivalence.

In what follows I examine what was said by the ANC and the UDF during the mid-1980s in relation to necklacing. I argue that
even when they officially condemned the practice, their position was ambivalent. There were several ways in which public
positions on necklace killings tended to produce a prose of ambivalence. Firstly, the ANC and UDF were caught in a double
bind in that they could not explicitly condemn the practice and risk losing their mass support base, or explicitly condone the
practice and risk losing the support of important internal and international constituencies. Consequently, both organisations
struggled to formulate a position without giving the state the upper hand in a discursive war on the moral and political
legitimacy of using violence.

This ambivalence was not merely a tactical one. For underpinning the dominant liberation discourse on necklacing was an
inherent formulation of the binary of resistance and oppression/repression. Understood within this framework, necklacing was
rendered causally as resistance arising from state oppression/ repression. Ambivalence about necklacing, I suggest, was
produced in the interstice of the resistance-repression binary.

I proceed to provide a brief overview of some of the ANC and UDF strategies of (violent) resistance in the early to mid-1980s. I
then outline key statements made by the ANC and UDF on necklacing and/or violence in this period, before proceeding to
discuss the UDF's formulation of 'defensive violence' and Chris Hani's analysis of the distinction between 'mass' and
'revolutionary violence/justice'. Both of these formulations enable an unravelling of the liberation movement's prose of
ambivalence. Leading from this, through offering a reading of Govan Mbeki's The Peasant's Revolt (1964), I argue more broadly

that the problematic of violence in the ANC has a far longer history.12 By returning to examine Thabo Mbeki's letter, I conclude
by suggesting that recalling necklacing without acknowledging its attending ambivalence functions to reintroduce
surreptitiously the dominant liberation discourse on necklacing with its prose of ambivalence.

 

Liberation Strategies on (Violent) Resistance
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Around the same time as the state adopted 'total strategy' in the late 1970s,13 the ANC produced The Green Book
lessons learnt from the Vietnamese liberation struggle. This report placed emphasis on the strengthening of the underground
and the building of mass organisations. The role of MK would be to escalate the armed struggle, but as a form of political
armed propaganda 'whose immediate purpose [was] to support and stimulate political activity and organisation rather than to

hit at the enemy'.14 Violence, while still central to what was conceived of as the seizure of state power, would be the result of a
mass revolutionary insurrectionary strategy (a 'people's war'), and in so far as MK would continue to play a leading role, this

would be primarily political not military.15

Three of these strategies - the all-round vanguard activity of the underground, the united mass action of the people, and the
armed offensive spearheaded by MK - formed part of what was known as 'the four pillars' strategy. The fourth pillar was the

international drive to isolate the apartheid regime and win international moral, political and material support for the ANC.

The early 1980s saw significant mass mobilisation and organisation, including the launch in August 1983 of the UDF, a front of

organisations that provided a broad organisational framework as well as symbolic coherence to anti-apartheid resistance.
The UDF, though ambivalently, propagated non-violence: the forms of resistance, largely led by the UDF, varied from rent
boycotts that had begun in late 1984, to bus and food boycotts, worker stay-aways and school boycotts.

Following the boycott of black local elections in September 1984, there was escalating conflict between mobilised masses,
mostly youth and students, and security forces. As political strife spread across the country, the UDF declared 1985 'From
Protest to Challenge' and in January 1985 the ANC called on South Africans to 'Render South Africa Ungovernable'. The state
increasingly shifted its strategy to one of 'counter-revolutionary warfare'. By July 1985 the state had declared a partial State of
Emergency and on 12 July 1986 a national State of Emergency. This led to widespread detentions, a significant and increasing
number of deaths as a result of security force action in protest or street violence, cross-border raids and more sinister forms of

covert action.18 The first report of necklace killings, those of Councillor Benjamin Kinikini and his family members, and of Maki
Skosana emerged in early 1985 in this context of a rising tide of mass political strife. Indeed, the killing of the Kinikinis followed

the Langa massacre in the Eastern Cape, while that of Maki Skosana was directly linked to a sinister form of covert action.

At its Kabwe Conference in June 1985, the ANC approved a new and intensified mass-based resistance strategy for a 'People's

War'.20At the same time, it provided some legitimacy for attacks on 'soft targets' such as prominent government supporters,

border area farmers, civil defence workers, state witnesses and police informers.21This was seen in some quarters as a major
deviation from earlier policy, departing from the ANC's earlier commitment to the Geneva Convention, and thus the protected

status of non-combatants.22However, the ANC regarded many of the above as extensions of state force and thus as legitimate
targets.

Through legitimating attacks on 'soft targets', it is possible that inside South Africa this was read more broadly as legitimating
the killing of collaborators. Thus, although the ANC's new policy on 'soft targets'applied specifically to armed struggle, it could
have influenced the escalation of necklace killings and attacks on collaborators. This in turn created increasing pressure on the
ANC and UDF to respond more clearly to necklace killings: the state had framed the practice of necklacing as barbaric, and the
escalation in necklacing killings and its associated negative publicity threatened growing support locally and internationally for

the liberation movements.23Indeed, the rise of necklace killings and the associated media attention threatened to deflect
attention from increasing security force violence in the townships. Both the UDF and ANC began to make public statements on
necklacing and, more broadly, on contested aspects of violence. These, however, were not always in unison: in many instances
they were contradictory. It is to these statements that I now turn, highlighting an ambivalence that condemned the practice of
necklacing, but condoned those who carried it out.

 

Between 'Condemning' and 'Condoning'

Clergymen such as the Reverend Allan Boesak and Archbishop Desmond Tutu, both patrons of the UDF, harshly condemned
early necklace killings and burnings such as that of the Kinikinis and Skosana. Indeed, both clergymen are reported to have

personally protected individuals from being necklaced.24This condemnation was not, however, uniform. Mufson argues that

'[b]y taking violence to a new threshold, the necklace renewed the debate over the need for violence and limits 
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debate is evident in key statements made by the UDF which wavered between condemnation and condonation, despite the
organisation's public stance on non-violence.

Jeremy Seekings posits that the escalation of violence in 1985 forced the UDF to restate its commitment to non-violence.
Although it had previously adopted a non-violent policy, this was not necessarily uniform or unanimous given the UDF's wide
constituencies. According to Seekings, while 'some leaders saw violence as morally suspect; others saw it as potentially

counterproductive, a threat to sustained revolt; most favoured instead organisation building.'26 On the other hand, others such

as the Eastern Cape publicity secretary, Stone Sizane, publicly and, according to Mufson, 'unambiguously' endorsed violence.
Similarly, Transvaal UDF president Curtis Nkondo told a thousand-strong crowd gathered in a church at a funeral in Alexandra:

'Either you join the struggle or you join the police. There is no such thing as the politics of neutrality.'28

This lack of unanimity played itself out in relation to the practice of neck-lacing. As a result, even when it restated its
commitment to non-violence, this, according to Seekings, was 'qualified in that the UDF refused to condemn what it called

"defensive" violence of protestors against the state and its agents'.29 Indeed, at the UDF's Annual General Council in April 1985,
shortly after the Langa massacre and the associated killings of the Kinikinis, Mosiuoa 'Terror' Lekota, national public secretary
of the UDF, argued that the kind of violence meted out to community councillors by angry residents was not 'aggressive
violence but defensive violence' [my emphasis]. In other words, 'councillors were using a subtle type of violence against their

own people as they (the councillors) were "little Vorsters and Bothas in black skin".'30 At the same council, though, the UDF
noted that 'in many areas, organisations trail behind the masses, thus making it more difficult for a disciplined mass action to

take place. More often there is spontaneity of actions in the township.'31

At other moments the UDF denied responsibility for necklace killings and burnings. For example in March 1986, Paul Maseko,
an executive UDF member, stated that police informers known to members of the UDF would 'have been killed by now had the

organisation been a violent one'. He was refuting claims that the UDF was a violent organisation that burnt people to death.
few months later, on 7 June 1986, youths returning from a UDF meeting in Alexandra calling for the unbanning of the ANC
captured a suspected informer and attempted to necklace him. He escaped and the youth necklaced his employer instead. A few
days later the Alexandra Action Committee, an affiliate of the UDF, condemned the killing and promised to discipline those

responsible.33

It is apparent that when the UDF did respond to necklace killings, the killing of collaborators and the use of violence, its
statements vacillated and were sometimes contradictory. Even when the UDF expressed a level of discomfort with the levels
and forms of violence, its position was ambivalent.

To return to Lekota, while his comments were in line with the UDF's campaign to boycott local government structures and were
thus part of the campaign to pressure councillors to resign, his formulation can also be read as a broader statement on
violence. That statement argued that the UDF could not condemn such violence because it was 'defensive violence'. In that
sense, the state was complicit, indeed responsible, for such acts of violence. The notion of 'black-on-black' violence as
propagated by the state was rendered nonsensical, as violence in effect remained state violence. Moreover, 'defensive
violence', to some degree, sanctioned those carrying out the act, who in this formulation were rendered as responding to
violence on the part of the state and thus, in some ways, innocent.

Lekota's formulation is also evident in a statement made by Trevor Manuel, then Western Cape regional secretary of the UDF,
after the lynching of an alleged informer, Moegsien Abrahams, following a UDF meeting at the Westridge Civic Centre,

Mitchells Plain (Cape Town) on 25 May 1986.34 Two days after the incident, Manuel released the following statement:

The UDF regrets the loss of life of Moegsien Abrahams. However, it is important we understand his untimely
death in context. The context is provided by the growing polarisation and concomitant anger which flows from the
apartheid ordering our society. His death occurred in a manner which the UDF cannot be held responsible for ...

Following a careful explanation of the chain of events, Manuel continued:

[T]he UDF cannot and will not take responsibility, whether directly or indirectly, for his death. The blame rests
four-square on the shoulders of those responsible for the breeding of hatred and anger by their maintenance of
apartheid against the will of the people. Our struggle for an end to apartheid is a struggle for an end to the very
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brutality which led to the death of Moegsien Abrahams and so many others.35

The question here is not whether or not Moegsien Abrahams was an 'informer', or about the legitimacy of killing collaborators,
but to demonstrate the continuity in the position which held that all political violence was ultimately state-sponsored violence.
This move not only denies individual responsibility to those who physically killed him, but also places Abrahams in a category
of fallen victims of apartheid. Thus Abrahams, a suspected informer and hence perpetrator, is also a victim. Indeed, he is a
double victim both of context (read 'the system of apartheid') and of direct physical violence.

The idea of 'defensive violence' as justification is similarly evident in some comments of the ANC, although here too there was
lack of unanimity. On 29 October 1985 Oliver Tambo made a key statement in response to a question posed by the Foreign
Affairs Committee of the House of Commons in London regarding the ANC's policy on 'soft targets' and whether they
condemned the killing of suspected collaborators. He referred to the ANC's call at Kabwe to intensify the struggle but
recognised that the intensification of armed struggle would inevitably lead to unavoidable civilian casualties. Countering the
state's notion of 'black-onblack' violence, Tambo said:

It is not really [conflict between black and black], it is conflict between, on the one side, the victims of the
apartheid system and the forces that represent and defend the apartheid system on the other. In the course of all
this ... there are excesses which we do not condone, but we understand the circumstances in which all this is
happening. There has been such an onslaught on our people by the Pretoria regime, there has been so much
killing and shooting - shooting of children who do not have to be killed ... This enrages the people and makes
them more angry and we can understand that they can go to excesses in the way that they respond to this unbridled

violence by apartheid.36 [My emphasis]

Tambo reasserted violence as state versus liberation movement, thereby designating all those targeted by the 'comrades' as
'represent(ing) and defend(ing)' the apartheid system and 'the people' as victims of apartheid counter-revolutionary strategies.
Tambo, however, acknowledged that excesses of violence had been carried out. Although the ANC did not condone these
excesses, it understood 'the circumstances in which all this is happening ... we can understand that they ['the people'] can go to
excesses in the way that they respond to this unbridled violence by apartheid'. In this sense, there is recourse to causality: in so
far as 'the people' engage in excesses of violence, it is a result of oppression/repression. Thus the oppression/repression
framework is both the explanation and legitimation of the use of violence as well as the sanctioning of 'excesses' that may be
outside formal policy.

Following Tambo's statement, a series of statements were made that openly supported violence (including necklace killings)
against collaborators. On 10 October 1985 exiled ANC members and spokesmen Alosi Moloi and Tim Ngubane stated:

Among us we have people who have openly collaborated with the enemy. You have to eliminate one to save

hundreds of others. We want to make the death of a collaborator so grotesque that people will never think of it.

In the November 1985 issue of Sechaba,38 one Cassius Mandla stated: 'Lucrative it still is to sell out, but it carries the immediate

hazard of having one's flesh and bones being reduced to unidentifiable ashes.'39 Mandla's comment served as a warning to
those that would 'sell out' and as to what the consequences of committing 'unspeakable acts of treachery' would be. The
infamous Winnie Mandela statement followed this on 13 April 1986, and on a Radio Freedom broadcast on 4 May 1986 she
declared:

Let us take all our weapons, both rudimentary and sophisticated, our necklacers [sic], our grenades, our machine
guns ... let us fight the vigilantes, the so-called 'fathers', together with the apartheid regime, together with the

police and the army.40

In early September 1986, Tambo more unequivocally criticised the practice of necklacing at a press conference at the Non-
Aligned Movement conference in Harare. Tambo stated that the ANC was 'not happy with the necklace and hoped his
supporters would take this into account'. However, it was also reported: 'He [Tambo] indicated also that he felt 
condemn people who used the necklace because of the brutality they faced as a result of the South African system' [my

emphasis].41 Tambo further accused 'vigilantes of sometimes necklacing antiapartheid activists and then blaming it on the ANC

in the hope of discrediting the movement'.42 When asked about the extent of the ANC's control in South Africa, Tambo hinted
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that the ANC had 'structures inside South Africa to make the country ungovernable; however, it [the ANC] could not control all

aspects of the revolt, such as necklacing'.43 This statement thus restates the earlier ambivalence of criticising necklacing, yet
being unwilling or unable to condemn those responsible for necklace killings.

Some weeks later though, in October 1986, then ANC secretary-general Alfred Nzo was reported as having said to the London
Sunday Times: '[w]hatever the people decide to use to eliminate those enemy elements is their decision. If they decide to use

necklacing we support it.'44

In September 1987 Tambo, again in Harare, this time at the Harare Conference on Children, made a further statement in which

he called for the practice to stop. This 'official'45 condemnation of the practice of necklacing was widely seen as a belated

response to the statement made the previous year by Winnie Mandela and other statements that she and others had made.

this regard, it was reported that the ANC viewed Winnie Mandela's statement as being 'unfortunate'.47

At the Harare Conference, Tambo gave the following message to South African delegates: 'The necklace as a form of
punishment should stop. It has, rightly or wrongly, served its purpose and there is no way that people should continue with it.'
When asked whether the practice of necklacing as a form of punishment was wrong, an ANC spokesperson at the conference
replied, 'they [people who had applied the necklace] knew very well why they had to resort to using it. Probably they were

compelled by circumstances prevailing at the time.'48 Another spokesperson responded as follows: 'Our leadership has
continually made it clear that the "necklace" is not a method we advocate or support. But we are not prepared to condemn our

people.'49

It is this sentiment of the practice 'rightly or wrongly' serving its 'purpose' and of those that 'knew very well why they had to
resort' to necklacing and of not being 'prepared to condemn our people' that I consider in part constitutive of a prose of
ambivalence as it relates to the question of necklacing. For it appears that whilst the ANC condemned necklacing, that is the
practice itself, it did not condemn those who carried out the practice. At the same time, although part and parcel of the larger
national liberation struggle, Tambo was drawing a distinction between the ANC and 'the people' or 'the masses'. This
distinction is most visible in Chris Hani's 'comment on the necklace', which I examine more closely now in order to
demonstrate how this prose of ambivalence is further constituted, and how attempts to escape it ultimately failed.

 

A Prose of Ambivalence

Following Zygmunt Bauman, if by ambivalence is meant 'the possibility of assigning an object or an event to more than one

category',50 then Chris Hani's 'comment on the necklace' should be read as the quintessential prose of ambivalence. Hani's
comment appeared in a December 1986 issue of Sechaba and formed part of a more wide-ranging interview on the state of the
struggle. He suggested that within South Africa, 'we [MK and the ANC] have become part and parcel of the ongoing mass
struggles of our people ... our people should look forward to the situation where, in the course of their confrontation

enemy, units of MK will be with them' [my emphasis].51 He continued by arguing:

We are going to come increasingly across a situation where comrades in anger are going to react ... That is not the
policy of the ANC ... we are in a state of war ... we want to deal with the enemy personnel, the police, the army, with
the administration of the enemy ... But in the process our people are going to get angry ... the Botha regime is solely
responsible for this sort of situation. We are not authors of the situation ... And I want to repeat that we are not

responsible for this situation ... We are a revolutionary movement.52 [My emphasis]

Hani's 'comment on the necklace' was situated within a merging of the 'mass struggles of our people' and MK being there
every step of the way. Necklacing, for Hani, was in part located within this assimilation of the mass struggle of 'the people' to
the larger struggle with the proviso that those in the ANC were not the 'authors of the [violent] situation'. Importantly Hani
asserted that the ANC was a revolutionary movement with revolutionary approaches to dealing with 'the enemy'. The category
of 'the enemy', however, was not merely the apartheid regime ('the Botha regime'); it broadly included those who collaborated
with that regime.

Hani proceeded to open his 'comment on the necklace' by situating South Africa as a 'colonialist power of a special type'.
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Having placed the apartheid state in a field of moral indefensibility, Hani stated that in the context of a society that was 'very

abnormal ... [p]eople are angry because [they] are fighting fascism in that country'.54 Hani then linked South Africa to other
situations of 'classic colonialism' such as India, Kenya and Tanganyika in which 'active collaboration by puppets' was essential
to colonialism's survival.

In South Africa these collaborators were identified as 'the Black policeman, the Black special branch and the Black agent [who]
stay in the same townships as we do [and who] have been the conduit through which information about our activities, about

our plans ha[ve] been passed to the enemy [making] organisation and mobilisation very difficult.'55 Hani named those
considered collaborators as legitimate targets, both 'soft' and 'hard'. Indeed, at the end of 1985 an official ANC leaflet, 
Struggle to White Areas!, was distributed in South Africa stating that 'we have created combat groups and mobile units to defend
ourselves and our leaders by confronting the racist army, police, death squads, agents and stooges in our midst.' Before

concluding, the leaflet implicitly warned those who did not throw in 'their lot with the fighters for liberation'.

While there was no elaboration on who the 'agents and stooges' were, though the phrasing is seemingly synonymous with
collaborators, the targeting of such 'agents and stooges' was presumably part of a sanctioned discourse regarding the
legitimacy of carrying out sanctioned operations against collaborators. For example, in 1983 the ANC had established 'suicide

squads' or 'grenade squads' that attacked township councillors and those considered 'collaborators'.57

when the above-mentioned leaflet was distributed, it was not official MK cadres carrying out most of the sanctioned targeting
and killing of 'stooges' or collaborators. Rather, it was predominantly local township youth mobilised by the UDF and other

organisations.58

Hani continued by cautioning 'the people': 'But we are saying here our people must be careful, in the sense that the enemy

would employ provocateurs to use the necklace, even against activists' [my emphasis].59 Tambo, in his condemning of
necklace killings as elaborated earlier, had criticised the work of vigilantes in killing anti-apartheid activists and in so doing
seeking to discredit the ANC.

The context for the emergence of necklace killings, for Hani, is that of oppression/repression from the apartheid regime. It is in
this context of resistance then that 'the necklace was a weapon devised by the oppressed themselves to remove this cancer from

our society, the cancer of collaboration of the puppets' [my emphasis].60 Hani explicitly stated that the practice was not a
'weapon of the ANC', ambiguously distancing the ANC from the practice of necklacing and from 'the masses'. Rather it was '
weapon of the masses themselves to cleanse the townships from the very disruptive and even lethal activities of the puppets and

collaborators' [my emphasis].61 In this sense, necklacing as resistance was assigned to the 'masses themselves'.

At the same time, Hani distanced himself from but simultaneously claimed 'ownership' of 'the masses': '
people when they use the necklace because it is an attempt to render our townships, to render our areas and country

ungovernable, to make the enemy's access to information very difficult' [my emphasis].62 Rendering the 'country
ungovernable' as a strategy of resistance leading towards liberation enabled an understanding of why necklacing emerged
amongst 'the masses'and continued to be used. In this understanding, however, the practice was also thus arguably aligned
with the ANC.

Following the above, the relationship between those that could kill legitimately with those that could be legitimately killed was
also blurred. In other words, when it called for a 'people's war', the ANC attempted (although failed) to clarify who was
considered a legitimate target; what it did not address at all was whether killings could be conducted by members of its mass
support base, as is shown by Hani.

To this point, Hani reiterates the ANC and UDF's ambivalence with regards to practices such as necklacing and burning. He
positioned the state as 'fascist' and morally indefensible; the 'people/masses' were angry and lashed out at collaborators.
Necklacing as resistance was not the policy or practice of the UDF or ANC, but it was at the very least understandable and
explicable, and thus justified (albeit ambivalently so). Where Hani differs from the formulations of Lekota, Manuel and Tambo
is in his attempt to resolve the impasse between condemning and condoning through a discussion on the difference or, as I
wish to argue, the interplay between what he called 'revolutionary justice' and 'traditional forms of justice'.

Several noteworthy aspects are discernible in Hani's attempt to resolve that impasse. Firstly, Hani characterised the practice of

necklacing as 'traditional forms of justice'.63 Interestingly Hani did not refer to necklacing as punishment, nor as violence, but
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as a form of justice. In so doing, a sense of legitmacy is inserted into the act of necklacing. Concomitantly however, 'traditional
forms of justice' were regarded as undesirable by Hani, perhaps because of the capacity of 'tradition' to resonate with the
state's characterisation of the practice as barbaric or primordial, and as a form of 'black-on-black' violence.

Hani proposed a move away from 'traditional forms of justice' to forms of justice that are 'revolutionary'. In not characterising
the practice as punishment, the concept of justice, I suggest, served as a mechanism to enable a move to 'revolutionary justice'.

Indeed, Hani posed the question, 'What is revolutionary justice?'64 It appears that it was only through the setting up of
revolutionary structures that the question of revolutionary justice could be actualised. He therefore stated:

One fact is that, where agents and collaborators are concerned, we should establish, where is it [
own revolutionary courts where justice should be meted out. And in those courts we should involve some of our
best cadres so that our forms of justice do not denigrate into kangaroo justice. We would like to maintain

revolutionary forms of justice. [My emphasis]65

There is an implicit association of 'traditional forms of justice' with kangaroo courts when Hani stated: 'we should involve
some of our best cadres so that our forms of justice do not degenerate into kangaroo justice'. Kangaroo courts were blamed by
the apartheid state as being the official institutions through which, supposedly, the ANC and the UDF were propagating the

practice of necklacing as part of its 'intimidation strategy'.66 The UDF propagated 'people's courts' from 1985 with its call to

'people's power' but kangaroo courts were criticised.67

In 'maintaining revolutionary forms of justice', it is possible that Hani was also referring to a document released at the Kabwe
Conference dealing with MK's military code that stressed the positive relationship between MK and 'the revolutionary sections

of our people'.68 Despite the document's preamble stating that '[r]ecognising that our army, Umkhonto we Sizwe, must define
its aims and objects in clear and precise terms, and that the rights and duties of each member should be likewise defined
without ambiguity ...', there was no clear definition of collaborators were to be dealt with by members. The document stressed
that all members of the ANC and combatants were required to respect the terms of the Geneva Convention and that any

violation of these terms would be an offence.69

It is suggestive that by characterising necklacing as justice and not punishment, the killing of collaborators by individuals
claiming allegiance to the liberation movements, who were not members of MK but 'revolutionary sections of our people',
seemingly fell outside the military ambit of MK's code of conduct. Hani continued:

We know even the negative and the positive aspects of the necklace. There is a lot of discussion of the necklace.
But it is not this silly conclusion that it is Black on Black violence. The necklace has been used against those who

have been actively collaborating with the enemy.70

The negative aspects presumably are what Hani referred to earlier in his comment, namely that 'the enemy would employ

provocateurs to use the necklace, even against activists'.71 The positive aspects presumably are that the necklace was effective
in 'mak[ing] the enemy's access to information very difficult'. That neck-lacing for Hani was not 'black-on-black' violence, that
'silly conclusion', points not only to the interplay of the dominant discourses in contest for the legitimation and justification of
the use of violence, but also of Hani attempting to move away from the impasse between 'condemning' and 'condoning'.

The second notable aspect therefore is that, just as Hani's characterising of necklacing as having emerged as a form of
'traditional justice' was suggestive of the separation between 'revolutionary justice' and 'traditional forms of justice', so too it
suggested a separation of 'the masses' from the movement, the ANC. In this regard three categories of subjectivities that
operated within the broader liberation struggle can be discerned: 'the masses' ('the people'), the militants (MK), and the
movement itself (the ANC). However, as explained above, there appears to be an oscillatory effect by Hani claiming 'the
masses' as constitutive with the militants of MK and thus the ANC, whilst at the same moment an attempt at maintaining a
distinction between those subjectivities.

A productive means of underscoring the significance as well as the limit of this oscillatory effect is possibly in relation to Frantz
Fanon's reading of anti-colonial violence. Fanon argues that the stage preceding decolonisation 'is manifestly Manichean'.

Nigel Gibson suggests that this be understood as the dualism of resistance and oppression/repression.
liberation movement will seek to divide collaborators from 'the people' in an attempt to isolate 'those who work for or support
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"native institutions" [by] liquidating collaborators as publicly as possible to encourage others'.73 Fanon does posit, however,
that 'for a man in the thick of the fight it is an urgent matter to decide on the means and the tactics to employ: that is to say, how
to conduct and organise the movement. If this coherence is not present there is only a blind will to freedom, with the terrible

reactionary risks it entails.'74

In the case of necklacing this was not, in Hani's view, the liberation movement 'liquidating collaborators', but these were
actions of 'the people', those whom Hani both sought to claim but also to separate from the liberation movement. Yet Hani
stressed:

[t]he ANC will never abandon its leading role. We say to our people, whatever method you devise, there should be
democratic participation, there should be democratic discussion and whatever method we use, that method
should conform to the norms of the revolutionary movement. As I say we understand why the necklace has been

used.75

One can suggest that the ANC and MK did not want to abandon its leading role simply because 'traditional forms of justice'
were employed. Rather, it is possible to read this not merely as a distinction but more as a plea for progress from 'traditional
forms of justice' to 'revolutionary forms of justice'.

This then is the third noteworthy aspect, namely that such a plea for progress is further enabled by Hani characterising the
practice as 'justice', in that the ANC's leading role was ultimately one of future governance. As with the idea of 'revolutionary
courts' being institutions that should reflect democratic values, by 1985 the ANC had come to regard itself as a government in

waiting.76 Thus when Hani stated, '[t]he question of the necklace belongs to all of us, to the ANC, to the democratic movement.
We should just sit down and discuss amongst ourselves how we should mete out justice', it is possible that the interplay
between the practice of necklacing as a 'traditional form of justice' and the call for 'revolutionary justice' was also a call to
sense the possibility of freedom. This is akin to what Fanon had called 'the creation of humanity by revolutionary

beginnings'.77

For Fanon, it is not violence itself that is central, but the process of liberation that is central to the '"embodiment of history" and
the creation of a revolutionary agency that begins to strip away colonial reification'. In other words, according to Gibson, 'the
native transcends nativehood only insofar as subjectivity is intimately connected to self-determination and is intrinsic to
revolution. What now is crucial are not the traditions which initially sustained an elemental resistance, but rather the new sense

of the possibility of freedom.'78

Hani' concluded by reiterating that '[t]he movement should be vigilant to ensure that whatever sentence is passed on anybody,

it is a result of participation by the revolutionary elements of our struggle.'79

Ambivalence about necklacing in Hani's 'comment on the necklace' was produced in the interstice of the resistance-
oppression/repression binary. Similar to the way in which Tambo condemned the practice of necklacing but not 'the people',
Hani distinguished between 'traditional forms of justice' and 'revolutionary forms of justice' with resistance as the constitutive
element of both forms of justice. Whilst Hani attempted to distinguish between 'traditional forms of justice' and 'revolutionary
justice', the interplay between those characterisations of resistance rather enabled a circular logic of ambivalence towards the
question of necklacing.

I want to proceed by offering a reading of Govan Mbeki's The Peasants Revolt (1964) so as to suggest that the problematic of
violence and associated ambivalence in dealing with accused collaborators within the ANC has a history that predates the
1980s. This is followed by returning to Thabo Mbeki's letter to the 'nation' as a means of concluding in the space of
ambivalence.

 

Tracing Ambivalence

In the late 1950s and 1960s rural protests turned violent as peasants engaged in beatings and killings of local authorities and
their supporters who were seen as collaborators. The Mpondoland revolt stands out in particular because it was well structured
and organised compared to the other rural revolts and uprisings of the time, which Tom Lodge describes as 'largely ... parochial
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affair[s]'.80 The Mpondoland revolt broke out in March 1960 as a result of grievances such as objections to land rehabilitation,
heavier taxation as the region began to contribute more to administration, and the increasingly authoritarian nature of local

government in the form of tribal authorities.81 Similar to the revolts in Zeerust (1957) and Thembuland (1962-3), the brunt of
peasants' anger in Mpondoland was directed at local chiefs and headmen who were regarded as collaborators and traitors to
'the people'. Chiefs who supported government policies were attacked, their homes burnt down and, in some cases, they were
killed. This was particularly the case in the Mpondoland Revolt where seventeen chiefs, their headmen or their bodyguards and

a further five suspected of being police informers were murdered.82

I suggest that responses to, and accounts of, the attacking and killing of chiefs and informers deemed as collaborators should
be read as indicative of an ambivalence on the part of the ANC. Consider Govan Mbeki's The Peasants' Revolt
provided a detailed account of the injustices against peasants in rural areas and the response of those peasants in the form of
revolt. According to Govan Mbeki, discussing both the Zeerust and Mpondoland revolts, there was a clear relationship between

the ANC and the peasant insurgents, seen as one of mutual reinforcement.83 He argued that what was happening in rural areas
was not isolated from the broader national struggle and this was the 'vital feature' that the Mpondoland revolt disclosed; it

'convinc[ed] the leadership of the importance of the peasants in the reserve to the entire national struggle'.
purposes for Govan Mbeki writing The Peasants' Revolt was to make the case for the importance of peasants in the reserves and

homelands to the entire national struggle, the case that peasants belong to 'a single common society'.

This link between the local and national struggle, of the local folding into a national political consciousness, speaks to the
methods of resistance that Govan Mbeki propagated. In total three methods of resistance and struggle were mentioned by

Govan Mbeki: hut burnings, boycotts and the ostracism of collaborators.86 The killing of collaborators, however, was a
technique of struggle that was implicitly condoned, though in a way that was ambivalent. When discussing the revolts in
Zululand, Govan Mbeki states:

The anger of the resisters was now turned on these families, who were regarded as traitors. A party of over 200
attacked the collaborators, killing two. This resulted in 29 being charged, originally with murder, though in the
end only 14 were convicted, on lesser charges, to various periods of imprisonment ranging from 8 to 14 years. The
remarks of the judge in this case were significant. He said it was clear that there was deep resentment against
Bantu Authorities and that the administration had been aware of this but had imposed the scheme in spite of

opposition. In passing sentence he therefore regarded this resentment as [an] extenuating circumstance.

In relation to the case just cited, the original murder charge was dropped for lesser charges by the judge. On one level
judgment, or rather condemnation of the killing was positioned by Govan Mbeki in relation to the very system that was meant
to be resisted. On another, that system was implicitly shown to be complicit in the killing. Most striking, however, is the elision
of the killing of the two collaborators in favour of an implicit condoning of the killing. This implicit condonation arose through
naming it as resistance which arose from a justifiable cause.

Resentment against the Bantu authorities' and the administration's failure to address that resentment, according to Govan
Mbeki, was cause for the killing of those regarded as traitors. However, the main point that is evident is the exoneration and
rationalisation of violence by Govan Mbeki, turning to a resistance discourse. By way of the discussion on the subsequent trial
of those accused of the murder and the judge's remarks that implicitly implicated the government as accomplice to the murders
for not addressing the issues that the resisters had with the Bantu Authorities, the killing can be seen to be named as resistance.

The ANC's initial call to armed violence was beset by a similar ambivalence. Here an apt example is that of Chief Albert Luthuli
and his apparent wavering between condoning and condemning the call to violent armed struggle. At a meeting in June 1961 of
the ANC National Executive, the ANC decided that it would not change its official non-violent standpoint but that members who
felt the need to begin an armed response, such as Nelson Mandela, could do so. In other words, those who opposed violence,

such as Chief Albert Luthuli, did so, according to Lodge, on 'grounds of principle and not expedience'.

Scott Everett Couper cites a fitting example of the wavering between condemning and condoning by Luthuli and quotes
Luthuli's statement in response to the Rivonia (1964) convictions: 'no one can blame brave just men for seeking justice by the
use of violent methods; nor could they be blamed if they tried to create an organised force in order to ultimately establish
peace and racial harmony ...' He suggests that Luthuli drafted this statement only to convey 'solidarity, not agreement' with
those who resorted to violence and continues to argue that what is not recognised is the sentence that prefaced that portion of
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the statement: 'The African National Congress never abandoned its method of militant, non-violent struggle, and of creating in
the process a spirit of militancy in the people.' Everett Couper thus argues that Luthuli 'intentionally made distinctions between
"support" and "condemnation" and between the ANC that he led as President-General and the "brave just men" who could not

be blamed if their patience became exhausted.'89 This reading of Luthuli's statement has certain parallels with the ANC and
UDF discourse on the practice of necklacing.

It is tempting to suggest that just as Lekota, Manuel, Tambo and Hani condemned the act of violence itself, the killing of
suspected collaborators (including necklace killings), but were unwilling to condemn those who committed such acts, a similar
order of ambivalence is evident in Govan Mbeki's account of the Mpondo revolt and Luthuli's statement regarding the ANC's
turn to armed violent struggle.

 

Concluding in the Space of Ambivalence

Up to this point, I have attempted to sketch how with the emergence and politicisation of necklacing, a prose of ambivalence
permeated the discourse of the ANC and UDF on the practice. I have further suggested that this order of ambivalence has a
longer history within struggle discourse as discussed above. While concluding in the space of ambivalence is always to expect
points of irresolution, I want to return to Thabo Mbeki's 2007 letter to the nation and his recalling of Oliver Tambo's call for
necklace killings to stop.

Mbeki's letter should be read as serving a dual purpose: to memorialise Tambo but also to remind the ANC's constituency and
the South African 'nation', one month before the ANC's 52nd National Conference at Polokwane (16-20 December 2007), of the
ideal citizen that Tambo represented. Besides the nationalist overtones in that public letter to the 'nation', Mbeki laments the
passing of Tambo and valorises Tambo's contribution towards an all-inclusive South African 'nation' which includes an answer
to the question of necklacing. For Tambo, that question was ultimately whether the practice of necklacing would relate to a
politics of ends. His response, born out of humanism, was for it to be stopped.

For Mbeki, the question of necklacing seemingly does not constitute the same formulation of 'the need to relate means to ends'
that had as its constituting subjectivity 'the masses', as it did for Tambo in 1987. Through Mbeki's recalling of the question of
necklacing, the practice is seemingly rendered as being perpetrated not by 'our people' or 'the masses', but by a handful. This
enables Mbeki to place necklacing beyond the legacy of the resistance-oppression/repression binary in which Tambo
formulated it. It is through Mbeki re-engaging that question of neck-lacing and through recalling its 'official' response (the
practice had to stop) that he reasserts the ANC's 'value system' which condemns the behaviour of some ANC members that
would lead to the 'nation' being referred to as 'barbaric'. In this sense, Mbeki reformulates the question of necklacing in
relation to ANC members, and by implication the nation, acting out of expedience in post-apartheid South Africa. Mbeki thus
strategically reaffirms and relegitimates Tambo's 'official' condemnation of the practice so as to legitimise a policy espoused
by Mbeki in rooting out those ANC members acting out of expedience.

Implicitly, Mbeki's attempt to obscure the ambivalence of necklacing in the country's 'immoral and amoral past' was aimed at
demonstrating that it was not 'the masses', but only 'a few among our ranks' and that 'th[e] struggle did not turn our people

into blood-thirsty and mindless brutes with no respect for human life and human dignity'.90 This was a question of
representation as much as it was one about the national subject. In this sense, what Mbeki's letter obscures is not only the
ambivalence of the formulation of Tambo's condemnation, but also the question of necklacing and its ramifications for a
history after apartheid.

I suggest that in Mbeki's letter to the 'nation', recalling Tambo's 'official' condemnation of the practice, though not its
ambivalence, constitutes the possibility of also assigning necklacing to more than one category: one representational and the
other ontological. A number of moves are apparent in Mbeki's rendering. Mbeki asserts a humanism in Tambo's call for the
practice of necklacing to stop, thus seemingly asserting a re-presentation of the black subject in Tambo's humanist framework.
In other words, Mbeki's articulation (as representative of the new state) operates to overturn the rendering of the black subject
as barbarous and savage by the apartheid state; by re-articulating the ANC and UDF discourse, he inserts in its place Tambo's
humanist black subject.

However, and this is the second move, Mbeki includes the following sentence from his 'I am an African' speech: 'The great
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masses who are our mother and father will not permit that the behaviour of the few results in the description of our country and

people as barbaric.'91 This perhaps points to a departure from Tambo's humanist framework. For Tambo, it was the practice of
necklacing that was barbaric and not 'the behaviour of the few'. Indeed, Tambo was unwilling to condemn 'the masses'
because necklacing, understood as resistance, was rendered explicable only in an oppression/repression context.

Thus the third move discernible is that Mbeki, eliding this strategic departure, links Tambo's humanist framework to a question
of the constituency of the current ANC. In this sense, Mbeki seems to offer a warning to the ANC's constituency, and indeed its
leadership, of slipping into a somewhat familiar formulation of being between 'condemning' and 'condoning' those among the
ANC's constituency who are 'the product of our immoral and amoral past'. In other words, Mbeki is pointing to those 'criminals
who, whilst wearing ANC T-shirts, have corruptly abused their positions in government to manipulate government tenders to

enrich themselves and their collaborators'.92 In doing so, Mbeki reformulates the question of necklacing.

This reformulation, however, does not occur in the interstice of resistance and oppression/repression as it had for Tambo. I
suggest rather that it is in the ramifications of a legacy of struggle that fails to attend to the ambivalence that saturates
necklacing. Mbeki's reformulation operates within the same circular logic of ambivalence of Tambo, which Hani in his
'comment on the necklace' had tried, and failed, to escape. This too must qualify as a prose of ambivalence that is haunted by
the spectre of necklacing; indeed it is haunted by the refusal of necklacing and its ever-present ambivalence to being forgotten.
A cry indeed!
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Background of Radio Broadcasting, the redistribution of the budget relic hunting down the
glacier.
Adult education in the USA issues and trends, indeed, the judgment program of this chord.
Canadian Publications on the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe for 1987, drying Cabinet, in
combination with traditional farming techniques, illustrates the property yield of the target
product, and if in some voices or layers of musical fabric of the composition still ongoing
structurally-composite processes of the previous part, in others - there is a formation of the
new.
Pleas, plights and environment: part I, water consumption saves a sociometric element of the
political process.
From Soundings to Yeera-Muk-A-Doo: the early years of Fremantle Arts Centre Press, absolutely
converging series is traditional.
Programs and Plans of the National Center for Education Statistics, harmony, as well as in the
predominantly sandy and sandy-clay sediments of the upper and middle Jurassic, is
subjectively consistent with inter-stratified sulfur ether when it comes to liability of a legal
entity.
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